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WELCOME TO
THE URANTIA BOOK STUDY GROUP COMMUNITY!

The Urantia Foundation and the Urantia Association International are working to spread
the teachings of The Urantia Book. One way we do this is by assisting in the creation of
thousands of study groups around the world. We hope to help readers learn the teachings, learn
how to live the teachings and how to share the teachings with others. Above all, the most
important reason for any study of these teachings is to bring each of us closer to our Father in
Paradise. There are already hundreds of study groups in existence. By taking this step, you
become part of a worldwide Urantia community of study groups attended by individual truth
seekers who are learning and living the Fifth Epochal Revelation. You are not alone in this
effort.

Our assistance in helping to create study groups of The Urantia Book is available to all
students of The Urantia Book regardless of any religious, national, political, or reader
association. Study groups are in never licensed, sanctioned, or controlled by the Urantia
Foundation or the UAI. We will never seek to impose or promote specific ways of thinking or
acting upon those who seek our assistance. We do however, reserve the right not to promote or
assist those who chose to inject into study group a personal agenda such as channeling, UFO’s,
or other philosophies that clearly contradict or are not part of the teachings of The Urantia Book.
There are no requirements for forming a study group other than the desire of few people to share
study time of these teachings with each other.

This Study Group Kit is provided as a tool to help you get started and hopefully to
answer some of the questions you may have. The materials included here are gathered from a
collection of personal experiences and public materials concerning study groups. The ideas
included here are offered only as suggestions to get you and your group started. This kit contains
many, but not all, of the ideas about different study methods and group activities. While this kit
is not necessary to get started hosting a study group, we hope that you find it a valuable tool in
doing so.

All you really need to start a group is a copy of The Urantia Book and one person (you)
who has made the commitment to serve others by starting a group. As always, please know that
we are here to help you. We will be able to share the experiences of others with you should you
need assistance. The greatest source of help resides within you and those in your group as the
Thought Adjuster.

It is our hope that this material will give you the courage and confidence to take the first
step toward starting a group. You will find great spiritual satisfaction and discover that study
with a group enhances and illuminates the meaning of many concepts in The Urantia Book.
Your efforts today will ring throughout eternity for all of us who begin our journey on Urantia.
May our Father bless you and those who join with you in this important endeavor.

Rick Lyon
UAI Study Group Chairman
ricklyon@tctc.com

mailto:ricklyon@tctc.com
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HOW TO HAVE A SUCCESSFUL STUDY GROUP OF
THE URANTIA BOOK

Many people want to start or attend a study group of The Urantia Book but hesitate
because they don’t feel qualified to do so. They may feel that they don’t know how to get
started, how to keep people interested, or how to solve problems that may arise. They may not
feel knowledgeable enough of the teachings to lead or participate in a study group. To start a
study group of The Urantia Book all that is needed is the desire and courage to set a time and
place to meet and invite everyone you know that may be interested. I like to say that all you
need to start a study group is The Urantia Book and a plate of cookies.

A study group begins with one person making the choice to set aside a time and place for
study with other people. The choice and commitment of one individual is all that is needed to
start a study group. While group participation is what a study group is all about, that one
dedicated person is vital to the long term success of every group.

The first meeting will be the most difficult but also the most important. You may feel
awkward sending out the initial invitations, but there are many readers who would like to attend
a study group and they will be glad to hear from you and that you are inviting them to attend a
study group. They will welcome your invitation even if they do not become part of the group.
So don’t be afraid to send out invitations or to call or personally invite people to your group.

One purpose of study group is the intellectual learning of The Urantia Book teachings.
Without knowledge of the teachings, we cannot follow them or offer them to others. Another
purpose is to share our personal experiences with others and learn how to apply the teachings to
our daily lives; that is to live the teachings. Study group is also important for forming more
study groups. You should share the leadership role with all the members so that they learn how
to have a study group of their own.

We suggest that you as the host and organizer make it clear from the beginning that you
study The Urantia Book and only The Urantia Book. This does not prevent the discussion of
other valuable writings that may relate to the topic of discussion, however the focus of this study
group must be on teachings of The Urantia Book. There is nothing that says a person cannot
form a study group for other writings if they wish. But this group studies The Urantia Book.

Each study group will have its own personality based on the members attending and the
person hosting the group. There are many ways to study together and many ways to enjoy the
study group experience. Once you have your first meeting, it will become clearer as to what
techniques will fit the personality of the group. Do not be afraid to experiment or use your
imagination. Do not be afraid to change methods occasionally. Allow your group to evolve
methods of study and fellowship which suit your members while maintaining focus upon the
Urantia teachings and you will have a successful study group. While it is important to keep the
study group focused on The Urantia Book teachings, it is also important to provide for the social
and reversion elements of the group. Providing different approaches to learning and a variety of
experiences will hold the interest of everyone.

Probably the most important elements of a successful group are the commitment of one
or more people to the success of the group, consistency in meeting times and places, regular
meeting frequency that develops the habit of attending study group, the social value found when
a group of people bond together in a common purpose, the experience of spiritual growth from
studying these teachings, and the love that comes from association with fellow students of The
Urantia Book .
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WHAT IS A STUDY GROUP

The early leaders of the Urantia movement were instructed to form thousands of study
groups of The Urantia Book. Perhaps this was because the study group environment is
considered to be the most effective place for The Urantia Book teachings to take root in the
hearts and minds of the participants. Nearly everyone discovers these teachings individually and
begins to study as an individual. After some time though, most people seek a deeper relationship
with this revelation that only can be found by sharing the study of this revelation with others.
Study group members experience enhanced understanding of the teachings and a feeling of
connection to this revelation that individual study does not seem to produce. Studying with
others expands the revelation exponentially; that is, two persons together will seem to discover
four times more of the meaning than when studying alone. Study groups also develop social
bonding and friendship among readers. Just as The Urantia Book expands our cosmic
perception, studying with a group expands our personal perspective of the world around us.
Participation in study group allows a natural growth of understanding to develop in a friendly,
family-style atmosphere. Group study is not the only way to study the teachings but it does seem
to be the best way.

The Urantia Book study groups are informal associations of readers of The Urantia Book
who join together to share and increase their experience of the fifth epochal revelation through
fellowship, study, and service. Study of The Urantia Book is the primary feature of study group
but it is not the only one. The sharing of religious experiences and concerns and fellowship are
often equally important functions. Each group should travel the path of self discovery according
to the wishes of the group.

Study group may be only one person (the host) at times. Group attendance will wax and
wane depending on many factors beyond the control of the host. Don’t become discouraged if
attendance falls off for short periods. Warm weather, school functions, job commitments,
holidays, and other normal events will affect attendance. Just maintain your commitment
throughout regardless of attendance. A group should never exceed more than ten persons on a
regular basis. With more than that, it becomes difficult for everyone to get involved and
involvement is the key to keep people learning and attending the meetings. If this fortunate
situation occurs, the group should split into two groups. One of the purposes of study group is to
create more study groups and therefore more opportunities for training teachers and leaders.

Whether a host or an attendee, study group will provide you with an enhanced
connectivity and understanding of these teachings. After attending study group a few times most
people find that they sincerely miss the experience when they cannot attend. The important thing
is not how many people attend. Jesus said, "...where two or three believers are gathered
together, there am I in the midst of them." [page 1763:1] Begin where you are but begin today!
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WHY ARE STUDY GROUPS IMPORTANT?

[1130:3] "While your religion is a matter of personal experience, it is most important that you
should be exposed to the knowledge of a vast number of other religious experiences (the diverse
interpretations of other and diverse mortals) to the end that you may prevent your religious life
from becoming egocentric -- circumscribed, selfish, and unsocial."

Study groups are important for many reasons other than the intellectual study of the book.
The primary purpose of study group should be to first learn the teachings of The Urantia Book
because we cannot live the teachings if we do not know what they are. Second, study group
should teach us how to live the teachings by sharing our life experiences with others in our
group. Study group should also teach us methods of quietly and effectively communicating the
teachings to those who have yet to discover the book in a ways that they will be comfortable
with. Learn the teachings, live the teachings, share the teachings. This is why study group is
important.

As individuals, the importance of Urantia Book study groups derives from our need to
better understand the teachings and to share our spiritual experience, friendship, encouragement,
and reinforcement through association and interaction with fellow readers. Participation in a
study group of The Urantia Book can serve to enhance personal spiritual growth, permit in-depth
study of The Urantia Book with others, and bring readers together for fellowship and service.

Some feel that they can study the teachings adequately in the privacy of their homes. This
viewpoint overlooks the balancing and corrective influence of the group on individual opinions,
and the nurturing and spiritually reinforcing effect of group participation. Individuals that have
studied alone for many years often feel like they are reading an expanded version of the same
book when studying with others because studying with others seems to illuminate meanings and
concepts that are often missed when studying alone. We find God and grow spiritually not only
by means of what the Father teaches us directly, but also through close association with our
fellows.

Rodan of Alexandria spoke at length about the benefits of group association when he
said, "Many noble human impulses die because there is no one to hear their expression. Truly, it
is not good for man to be alone." [1775:7]

Rodan added that, through association, men enrich their souls by pooling their respective
spiritual possessions, avoiding the ever-present tendency to fall victim to distortion of vision,
prejudice of viewpoint, and narrowness of judgment, and that fear, envy, and conceit are
prevented by intimate association with other minds. Rodan also said, "Personality association
and mutual affection is an efficient insurance against evil.... There is positive strength in the
knowledge that you live for the welfare of others, and that these others likewise live for your
welfare and advancement. Man languishes in isolation." [1776:3]

Jesus said to the apostles, "...I wish that you would love and trust one another. Judas is
no more with you because his love grew cold, and because he refused to trust you, his loyal
brethren. Have you not read in the Scripture where it is written: 'It is not good for man to be
alone. No man lives to himself' ...And did I not even send you out to teach two and two that you
might not become lonely and fall into the mischief and miseries of isolation? ... Trust, therefore,
and confide in one another." [ 2055:2]. A Mighty Messenger wrote when describing the
Supreme, "Man can discover the Father in his heart, but he will have to search for the Supreme
in the hearts of other men..." [1290:9]
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Study groups are an important part of the plan for disseminating the teachings of the fifth
epochal revelation around the world. The effort of 10 people is equal to that of one man if they
each work individually but 10 people pulling together is a much greater force. So too is each
study group more than the sum of its individual members. Study groups around the world
communicating and sharing experiences together could be even more powerful. A worldwide
community of thousands of study groups would certainly change the world. All that however
begins with the creation of one group: yours.

Study groups provide opportunities for the future teachers and leaders of this revelation
to develop their skills in a friendly and forgiving atmosphere. One goal of every study group
should be to create more study groups. Study group allows us to express our thoughts and ideas
about the teachings in a friendly environment among friends. Study group strengthens our faith
and beliefs by our association with like minded individuals who are accepting of us. This is a
powerful confidence builder for someone when they then try to inject ideas from the teachings
into everyday conversations with those who haven’t discovered the book yet.

There is a great feeling when we see the teachings alive in another person. Study group
gives us that opportunity. The Urantia Book tells us of our membership in a vast cosmic
community. Study group gives us a better feeling for our part in that cosmic community by our
belonging to a small group of believers that is larger than our self. Individual study many times
leads to a sense of isolation or uniqueness that is not good for us or the world we live in.
Attending study group recharges our spiritual batteries. The strength of individuals is increased
by our participating in group study and the strength of individuals, and the study groups they
attend will then determine the strength, vitality, the extent, and the time of the spread of these
teachings worldwide.

Most importantly for each individual is that belonging to and participating in a group
studying these teachings will bring each individual closer to God our Father and shorten the time
before we literally stand in His presence.

[Page 1777:1] And thus, if you can build up such trustworthy and effective small units of human
association, when these are assembled in the aggregate, the world will behold a great and
glorified social structure, the civilization of mortal maturity. Such a race might begin to realize
something of your Master's ideal of "peace on earth and good will among men." While such a
society would not be perfect or entirely free from evil, it would at least approach the stabilization
of maturity.

While the above quote relates to marriage, it could also be applied to study groups.
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MAKING THE DECISION TO HOST A STUDY GROUP

It is a significant decision to host a study group. Study group hosts experience many
rewards as well as difficulties. A host must make the commitment to the time and effort to host a
meeting. This is only a few hours but as host, you must make a personal commitment to those
few hours even when the attendance is small. Some study groups flounder while others thrive.
Successful groups are those that have a host that provides the consistency of regular meetings,
dedication to meeting as scheduled, patience, understanding, love, and effort in the task of
hosting a study group.

When considering hosting a study group, you should honestly evaluate the time and
energy that you have available. Can you spare 3 or 4 hours a week for a weekly study group?
Are you willing to make study group a priority in your life? If you have a family, are the family
members willing to participate in the meetings or at least tolerate the presence of the group
without disruption or feelings of inconvenience or neglect? Talk with your family honestly
about this before making the decision to host a group especially if you intend to host meetings in
your home. Hopefully your family will be understanding and supportive of your efforts. If not,
then it probably would be best to host the group outside of your home or work with another
interested person that can fulfill the role of host.

Many groups have found that the key ingredient for a successful study group is that there
is at least one dedicated person who serves as host. A person who takes responsibility for
planning or hosting of the meeting, especially in the beginning, is vital to the success of every
group. Not every person in your group will have your level of commitment; but if the group is to
survive, you as host must be committed to the continuation of the group long term.

Your first task as host will be to find potential members and bring them together for an
initial meeting to organize and plan the study group. The study group host may need to
determine the initial method of study and meeting. A good host will however allow the group to
find its own personality and evolve into something that is both enlightening and enjoyable to
everyone in the group.

To be the host, you do not have to be an expert on The Urantia Book. There is no
certification available or required. All you need is a love for people and a belief in the
importance of The Urantia Book and in the value of group study. None of us know everything
there is to know about this revelation. As host, you are not expected to teach The Urantia Book
and you should not attempt to do so. As host, your main task is to provide for the organization of
a time and place for the group to meet. You should be able to facilitate the study and the
discussion, meaning simply to have a supply of questions ready for when the discussion lags or
needs pulled back on topic. Reviewing the material prior to meeting will make you a better
facilitator of the discussions. Everyone in the group will look to you as their leader, so do not be
afraid to lead when necessary. When the group gets hung up on a decision, you should offer
alternatives or simply make that decision. Always remember to pray for guidance and be open to
the assistance of your Thought Adjuster. We recommend that the first thing you do after
deciding to host a group is to prayerfully give your group to your Adjuster. Remember that there
are many helpers, seen and unseen, that will assist you if you are open to their assistance and
guidance. “When man goes in partnership with God, great things may, and do, happen.”
[page 1467:5]
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FINDING INTERESTED PEOPLE
Your family, personal friends, and acquaintances who are interested in the book should

certainly be invited or included in your planning. These people will normally make up the core
group of your study group. A good way to find potential members to tell your friends, "This
book is changing my life. Come and study it with me to see if it appeals to you too!"

The Urantia Foundation and the UAI keep up-to-date databases of readers who have
given permission for other readers to contact them. You may contact the Urantia Foundation by
telephone in the United States at 1-800- URANTIA, by email at urantia@urantia.org, by visiting
their website at www.urantia.org and by regular mail to: The Urantia Foundation, 533 Diversey
Parkway, Chicago, IL., 60614 USA. You may contact the UAI Study group committee by
calling 1-765-366-7203, by email to Rick Lyon at ricklyon@tctc.com , or by regular mail to Rick
Lyon, P.O.Box 397, Linden, IN., 47955 USA.

Some individuals have used small advertisements in a local newspaper to inquire if there
are readers of The Urantia Book interested in group study with other readers, although that
doesn’t seem to be too successful. Direct personal contact seems to work best when seeking to
invite someone to join your group. Let the person get to know you and become comfortable with
you first before inviting them. Let them see the teachings alive in you and they will be more
receptive to your invitation. Make sure they are aware of the book and what it is about before
inviting them to visit the group. You don’t want to have them become uncomfortable during the
meeting because they didn’t understand the purpose of the meeting. Never trick someone into
attending by not being totally honest with them. Share the teachings and if they are interested
introduce the book and if they are still interested, invite them to visit your study group.

It is usually wise to meet potential new members that you do not personally know before
they are invited to attend a study group session. Meeting new people in a public place or an
informal gathering away from study group is best for a first meeting. Do not be afraid or hesitant
to ask direct questions about their beliefs and ideas about The Urantia Book. One important role
of the host is to protect the integrity of the group. You do not want to assume the best and then
find the worst after they start attending your group. It is always easier to prevent problems than
to solve them later. It is important not to add someone that won’t fit into the chemistry of your
group.

Some people with personal agendas, such as channeling or UFO’s, are indeed very nice
people that can be quite pleasant but often they are very good at hiding their desire for an
“unenlightened” audience that needs their help to understand the book. They can be very
disruptive to your group or, if they are able to leave their agenda at the door, they can also be a
contributing member to the group. Most of the time, people with personal agendas cannot
contain their passion for it very long.

Always make it clear that your group studies The Urantia Book and only The Urantia
Book. It is also wise to express your ideas and beliefs as well so that the potential member can
assess for themselves if they would fit into the group. Honesty is vital from everyone when
meeting with potential new members. Always keep the safety of the group foremost in mind
before adding new people. Be careful not to give out your residential address until you are
comfortable with this person. It may cause problems if certain people know that you will be
away at study group every Tuesday night from 7p.m. to 9 p.m. It certainly would be a good idea
to allow the group to vote on whether to allow a person to become a new member of the group
before making an invitation to the potential new member.

mailto:urantia@urantia.org
http://www.urantia.org/
mailto:ricklyon@tctc.com
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HOW TO GET STARTED

After you personally have made the commitment to form a study group the next step is to
locate potential group members. As discussed previously, this can be done by contacting the
Urantia Foundation or the Urantia Association International. More than likely your wish to form
a group began with the realization that there were others in your area who read The Urantia Book
so you may already have a few members in mind from your family and friends.

Once you have a list of potential members, you should plan an organizational meeting.
Invite everyone on your list to a meeting for the purpose of creating a study group for The
Urantia Book. Be honest about your intentions and do not try to trick anyone into coming.
Enclosed in this Starter Kit are a few postcard invitations that you may use to mail to those
people on your list. Before you mail out the invitations, find a public meeting place and set a
time and date to meet. Include all the necessary information about the meeting, along with how
they may contact you on the invitation. An email or a telephone call reminder a few days before
the meeting may also be helpful for attendance of the meeting.

If you are planning to meet in a public place, it is a good idea to confirm the meeting
arrangements a day or two in advance so that nothing goes wrong at the last minute. I suggest
that you pray and ask for guidance in this effort and ask that others be guided to your group.
Commit your efforts to the leading of your Adjuster and the Adjusters of those who will attend
your group.

At the time of this initial meeting, arrive early so that you may greet everyone. At the
specified time, start promptly. You will probably need to begin by making some suggestions
about where to meet and when, how often to meet, and how to study, etc. So be sure to come to
the meeting with at least a basic plan in mind and then allow that plan to be molded to fit the
needs of the majority of the group. Express your desire to form such a group and ask for ideas
and input on what would appeal to everyone and what would fit into their work and life
schedules. Keep this meeting short.

You may also wish to join together in a group prayer to celebrate the beginning of your
study group. Such a prayer may form a bond between those attending the meeting that will make
everyone a little more comfortable with the others in the group. Again, this is all dependent
upon the group dynamics and the wishes of the group. Allow yourself to be led by the
Indwelling Spirit.

Make certain that everyone knows the time, date, place, and what will be studied at the
first meeting. It is good to follow up with a reminder a few days before the first meeting.
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WHAT MAKES A SUCCESSFUL STUDY GROUP

As stated earlier, the long term commitment of at least one person is vital to the success
of any group. Without that dependability and consistency of at least one person or more, the
group will have trouble coming back from periods when the attendance falls off due to other
personal activities or when difficulties arise for any reason. An essential element for success is
to develop a core group of readers who are committed to meeting at a regular time and place.
This gives the group consistency and dependability.

A regular dependable schedule and location are a must. This allows all members, for
example, to know that there is always a study group meeting at the library every Sunday evening
at 7 P.M. even though they haven’t been able to attend for several months. Members will not
have to guess, calculate, or call to see when and where your meeting is. A regular schedule and
meeting place will allow them to start attending again when they are able to without having to
search for the group. It is important that your meetings be held at a consistent time and date so
that people may plan their schedules ahead of time to allow for the meetings.

Some groups will rotate among the homes of the members. One week the meeting will
be at Joe’s while next week it is at Susan’s. This spreads the responsibility of hosting among all
members and gives each host the experience of hosting a study group, but it doesn’t provide the
consistency in location that is important to long term success. A group in Indiana, USA, has had
their meeting at the same place and the same time every week for 36 years. Now that is a
successful group! If consistency is a problem, a calendar of meeting times and places or some
other form of reminder, such as an email, will help members remember when and where the
meetings are. This is particularly important if meetings are rotated to different locations. While
rotating meetings may seem to reduce the workload for the host, that isn’t necessarily true as it
may take more work to make sure everyone knows where and when the meeting is.

If possible, meetings should be held each week; it is hard to maintain momentum when
meetings occur less often. Meeting once a month, every 3 months, or at random will be hard for
people to remember. Meeting schedules such as the first and third Tuesday of each month are
also difficult to schedule or remember. While these schedules may be more difficult to maintain,
they are certainly better than no study group at all. Make sure everyone knows how to contact
the host or someone who will always know when and where local meetings are being held.
Make sure the host knows how to contact everyone in case of a last minute cancellation of the
meeting for some reason. The host should be easy for members to contact.

Study group is like most everything enjoyable in life, the more you do it the more you
want to do it. Attendance will fluctuate depending on the weather, holidays, school, and many
other personal situations. However, again, consistency and commitment are most important to a
successful group.

A comfortable meeting place is important too. Many meetings are held in the host’s
home. Most people are comfortable with this but some are not. Small groups of 4-6 people may
meet around a dining table but more than that becomes crowded. Often a home is comfortable
for a few people but the lack of seating or adequate lighting to read by can be a problem.
However, inexpensive comfortable seating can usually be found with a little effort. Libraries,
community centers, church facilities, etc. are also good choices. Meeting in a public place, while
less convenient for the host, may often be better. With some research a public meeting place can
be found but be sure to ask if there is any cost involved and what the rules are for meeting, such
as how many meetings can be held in a period of time, are refreshments allowed in the room.
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Will there be other meetings nearby that may disturb the worshipful periods of your meeting.
Nearly everyone is comfortable meeting in public and there is less danger of introducing an
unwanted stranger into your home. Women are often hesitant to go to someone’s home unless
they know the host personally already. Groups that meet in someone’s home often are “by
invitation only” so that the host has more control over who enters their home.

Meetings should be held in a location which is pleasant and easy for members to find.
Holding meetings in someone's home may provide greater warmth and friendliness. A public
location may be more conducive of serious study and may reduce hosting responsibilities. If held
in a home, the person hosting the group should discuss this with family members that are not
participating in the group to develop an understanding and agreement of what the group space is
and what the group needs to accomplish its objectives. Family member not participating should
agree to respect the solitude and space of the meeting. The host should decide whether smoking
is permitted in their home and courteously make the others aware of that. If meeting in a public
place there may be rules regarding smoking. The issue of whether people can bring young
children must also be addressed. Bringing small children is usually a distraction but in some
cases may be necessary for someone to attend. The host may or may not be able to provide for
these young Urantia Book readers in the making. Try to make things as convenient for members
as possible but never sacrifice the needs of the group in order to accommodate the needs of an
individual unless the entire group is agreeable to it.

A well lighted room with tables and comfortable chairs is best if available. Different
cultures will have different customs for social gatherings so whatever is the most comfortable for
your group is best. Members need to be able to read and take notes wherever they are seated. A
circular arrangement where everyone can see each other is the best for promoting discussion and
interaction. Some of the best study groups may take place in unusual locations such as outside
under a shady tree or under a canopy of stars at night. A picnic in the park or at the beach can
produce wonderful study sessions. Think of natural surroundings that may enhance the feeling
of being in God’s presence while studying. My most memorable study group was during sunset
on the edge of the Grand Canyon in Arizona, USA, during a family vacation. We read aloud and
a few people wandered over to listen to what we were reading.

Successful groups have a plan for what they do, how they do it, and why they do it.
While it isn’t necessary to have a written plan, doing so will help the group develop a sense of
teamwork and purpose; a sense of who we are and why we are doing this. Something in writing
may give the feeling of being an “official” organization.

Group prayer is a topic that will come up early in the development of a group. Some
groups open with a prayer or end with a prayer. Some groups do not have a group prayer.
Depending on the plan for the meeting and the wishes of those attending, different ways of
starting or stopping will seem appropriate. A moment of silence will set the mood and create a
transition between the socializing when everyone arrives and the worshipful study of a topic. A
light hearted prayer may seem appropriate before a meeting that involves crafts and games.
Groups should worship God our Father and serve all mankind. We should thank God for the gift
of The Urantia Book and for our study partners. However, prayer should always be a group
decision. You may simply allow a moment for individual prayer before or after the meeting. Let
the group develop its own personality and way of doing things.

Of course, refreshments are always welcome in any group. Small refreshments may
simply be placed on a table or they can be served before or after the meeting or during a break.
Refreshments served during the meeting sometimes are distracting if they are too big or too
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noisy. Listening to someone crunch potato chips isn’t conducive to concentration on the reading.
Always make sure that drinking water is available for those dry throats from reading aloud.
Many groups will often meet for a meal before a meeting or have a “potluck” dinner once a
month. Social interaction will help develop the group relationship but remember to keep social
time and study time separate. Take care not to allow study time to fall into social interaction that
is off the topic. People attend study group to study. Don’t be too rigid though. If the host
doesn’t provide for a little social interaction people may get bored but if the facilitator doesn’t
control the meeting they may see no value in attending.

Study groups should provide both the intellectual, spiritual, and practical education.
Always keep the group involved with how study group is done. Never dictate the rules or be
inflexible to the moment. As host, you are there to guide and provide. The group should decide
how to study and what to study as well as where and when to study. It is good to take a moment
every few meetings to ask for opinions and ideas about the meetings to see if the group is happy
or if they wish to do things differently. Majority must rule though. If you allow one person to
impose their will on the group, then the group will be sacrificed for the individual and soon your
meeting will be just you and that individual.

A variety of activities can enhance these methods of study and will keep things
interesting. Meeting week after week to sit and read paper after paper won’t hold most people’s
interest very long. Rotate the facilitator position among all members of the group. This gives
everyone a chance to be directly involved. It also gives them confidence to start their own group
when that day comes. Different facilitators will naturally provide variety for those who attend
your group. Keep in mind that there are several forms of learning. Some people learn by
reading, some by hearing, some by seeing and some by doing. Try to incorporate all of these
methods in your meetings, not necessarily in the same meeting. One very simple learning
experience that I have seen is to have everyone color and cut out pictures of the Apostles from a
child’s coloring book. Then have everyone make a list of the attributes of their Apostle and
share it with the group. This type of learning may seem childish for adults but everyone will
have a good time and learn, really learn, about the Apostles. Perhaps a video or a slide show
presentation could be done. Don’t be afraid to be imaginative and creative. Those attending
your group will enjoy it.

There are many ways to study these teachings. You can simply have someone stand and
read a selected paper and stop at the end of each section to allow for discussion. Each person
could be allowed to read a section progressing around the table until all have a chance to read.
The book is now offered on cassette tape or CD so the facilitator can play a section while the
group listens and then discuss what they heard. Rotating the facilitator position may even see all
of these methods used depending on who is facilitating.

After a person has read a section or a few paragraphs, you might ask each person
who reads to explain to the group what their understanding of what they read and how it can be
applied to our daily living. When that person speaks, nobody else should interrupt, speak, make
comments, argue, or criticize. After they finish speaking, other participants should then be
invited to share what they understood by supplementing and enhancing what the previous person
said. There should never be any arguments or criticism. Encourage participants to build on what
others have shared and augment the value of truth, beauty and goodness.

The principle behind this is to use the same technique that Jesus did: listening and always
enhancing the portion of truth that is present in the mind of others. This helps people gain
confidence and feel more comfortable in the group. They learn to share what they understand
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and feel. By sharing in this way, the group will find ways to apply their new understanding of
the teachings to their daily living and no one person will monopolize the session. Encourage
participants to share any life experiences that relate to what they are reading in order to focus
their minds on the importance of integrating the teachings into our life. We also find that when
participants are encouraged to share their thoughts after they read, they acquire communication
skills and confidence that helps them to share the teachings with others outside the group.

More spiritually, when participants make genuine and sincere efforts to read and
understand intellectually and spiritually what they read and then explain it to the others, their
comprehension of the teachings and the truth they contain helps the Thought Adjuster and the
Spirit of truth to work more effectively in the mind of that individual and the minds of the others
in the group.

It is sometimes difficult to keep a balance between study and socializing in study group
meetings. Groups should spend the majority of the time studying because that is the purpose of
the group. However, social interaction is also important in building friendships and camaraderie
among the group. Groups are successful because the members enjoy each others company. If
too much time is spent socializing, some will feel their time is wasted. If no time is allowed for
socializing, some may feel the group is too rigid and boring. The study group host needs to
develop a feel for what the group wants during any particular meeting. Keep an eye on
everyone’s body language and actions during the meeting. As host or facilitator, keep the group
within the bounds of study that is focused on The Urantia Book, but keep the meetings moving
along. If discussion begins to bog down or go off on a tangent, the facilitator should step in to
refocus and redirect the group to move on.

Having celebrations together for holidays, potluck dinners, and other social functions that
fit into your groups culture are very important to developing the group interaction and trust of
one another. The more people become familiar with each other, the more comfortable they are
with each other, and the more they will enjoy attending study group.

As individuals, members will belong to political, economic, civic, or religious groups of
their own choosing. While it is good and wise for individuals to participate in these groups, we
as a group should choose not to participate or become involved in discussions of these topics. Be
careful when discussing such issues as they can tend to divide the group. Save our group
energies for our spiritual mission.

A study group can have several purposes. A group can be committed to fostering the
spiritual growth of all the individuals in it, to engaging in community outreach, or a purely
intellectual study of the teachings. Groups may discuss ways this divine revelation and its
teachings can be shared with all men and women in their lives. Groups can be a place for people
to reveal their innermost self and find emotional support, however, the group should not become
a therapy session for any member. The therapy aspects of any group may discourage an
individual who really just wants to study the book and finds the revelation of intimate thoughts
and emotions of others uncomfortable.

Most groups have found that a good meeting length is two hours. If you meet on a
weekday evening, it is advisable to pick a starting time which is late enough to enable after-work
attendance but early enough to insure a reasonable ending time. The host or sponsor should not
feel embarrassed to indicate when everyone should leave, so that no one will inadvertently
overstay his or her welcome. Be aware of other activities that might interfere with attendance.
Having study group at a time when other community activities such as school functions regularly
occur will create a scheduling conflict that will reduce attendance for study group.
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Stick to The Urantia Book as the primary source of information; Overuse of other
materials can greatly distract from the central purpose of studying The Urantia Book. Groups
will often set the goal of reading one paper per meeting. This gives focus to the group and helps
keep things moving but don’t allow the goal of finishing the assigned paper to take precedent
over the quality of study. If you don’t finish the paper you can always finish it during the next
meeting.

Encourage all members to participate in the discussions and group activities. The best
way to do this is to establish a non-confrontational atmosphere where people are not afraid to
speak out. Do not allow the discussion to become debates. Debating produces winners and
losers and nobody likes to be a loser. Never allow anyone to disagree with someone else.
Encourage others to express their impressions or understanding but never should anyone be
allowed to say that someone is wrong or criticize another member of the group. If this happens,
simply say something like, “Nobody has all the answers. Even the authors of the book
occasionally admit that they do not know something. We are all at different levels of
understanding of these teachings ,so to say that anyone is wrong is not wise.” Then move the
discussion into another area.

Study group should be an enjoyable experience for everyone. As host, finding a balance
between socializing and study, providing for a variety of learning styles, providing a variety of
experiences and activities, providing comfortable facilities and a reasonable schedule for the
meetings, and remaining committed to the Urantia teachings will help your group to be
successful. Always prayerfully involve your Thought Adjuster and enlist his help in this effort.
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BEING AN EFFECTIVE GROUP FACILITATOR

The facilitator of the group is responsible for leading the group on a path of self-
discovery. It is not your task to teach but to guide and stimulate the group to find truth and
understanding of the teachings. The best facilitator is often the one who talks the least.
Encourage discussion rather than question and answer sessions. Never allow discussion to
become debate. If you wish to emphasize a specific point, mention it at the beginning of the
meeting. This can give the group something specific to dig for in their study which will peak
their interest and focus their attention. Encourage the discovery of truth and how that truth can
be put into action in a person’s daily life.

Keeping the group on the topic of discussion is important. If the discussion takes off in a
direction not related to the subject being discussed, the essence of the meeting may be lost.
Tangent discussions are the biggest cause of disagreements because they most often result in
discussions of politics, economics, organized religions, or personal matters. The facilitator must
constantly make value judgments about the different lines of thought which develop, keep the
discussions from straying too far from the topic, and keep the meeting moving so that the group
can end on time and yet cover the subject material.

Learn the art of asking carefully phrased questions which will help the participants grasp
specific meanings, achieve understanding, and possibly stimulate them to make decisions for
action in daily life based on higher values found in the teachings. Bloom’s Taxonomy is a great
tool for developing questions to stimulate thought and discussion. A copy of this is included in
this starter kit at the end of this section. Offer questions to the group. Avoid asking questions
directly of one member. People don’t like to be put on the spot. If discussion is having
difficulty starting, you should know who in the group will always have an opinion on any subject
and direct a question to that person only if you feel they will be comfortable with that. People
often don’t like to “go first”. Refrain from expressing your own view. Ask questions rather than
express opinions to stimulate discussion. As host, leader, you will have more influence than you
realize on the opinions of others and that will impede their own searching for answers and
personal growth. However, the facilitator should not be limited to just asking questions. The
facilitator may also summarize the discussion and recognize the contributions of others.

Members should be encouraged to share personal experiences related to the topic being
discussed. As facilitator, make sure the experiences are relevant and don’t allow someone to
dominate the meeting with their life story and don’t let the meeting turn into a therapy session.
Ask others if they have had similar experiences or simply say, “Let’s move on”. Usually, if
someone gets longwinded, the others in the group will be praying for the facilitator to get the
meeting moving along. If a question is raised which is not relevant to the subject at hand, the
facilitator should ask for that question to be discussed at the end of the meeting.

Watch all the member’s actions. If you are observant, you will quickly learn when
someone wishes to say something but is too shy to step into the conversation. As facilitator,
break into the discussion and directly offer that person a chance to speak. Simple ask, “Do you
want to add anything?” Try to make sure that everyone gets a chance to participate in the
discussions.

Tools such as chalkboard, dry erase boards, overhead projectors, or flip charts can be
used to list important points of discussion. These are not necessary but if available, can be handy
when trying to summarize the study at the end of the meeting.
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The facilitator should read and review the material ahead of time and devise questions
that will encourage reflective thinking and discussion. Be prepared to lead the discussions with
questions. Planning what material to study or discuss ahead of time can be productive and make
the study time go more smoothly. The group or selected members of the group may want to help
plan the meetings too and this should be encouraged. The facilitator should come to the meeting
prepared to guide without lecturing (unless that is the style the group prefers) or excessive
controlling. The facilitator should combine a friendly attitude and a focused technique. The
meeting should be pleasant so that it brings new and stimulating ideas and closer ties with
people.

Always start on time and end on time. The facilitator is responsible for keeping an eye
on the clock so that you don’t run over no matter how well the discussion is going. If running
over the planned time occurs too often, people will be hesitant to attend since they cannot predict
what time the meeting will end. If the discussion does spill over past the ending time, tell the
members to think about the topic and continue the discussion at the next meeting. Public
meeting places are more demanding of punctuality. Study group in homes could become
burdensome for hosts if members stay long after the meeting and the host wants to go to bed.
Allow a half an hour for the group to break up and leave so that nobody is rushed out the door
and anyone with unfinished thoughts has a chance to complete them after the meeting.

For learning to be effective, everyone needs to be physically and mentally comfortable.
The group needs to know that the facilitator is quietly in charge and protecting them from
distractions. It is important not to try to study more than the group can absorb. Often is it better
to end a meeting early if the members get overloaded from a difficult subject. The study period
and material needs to be organized and focused. Jumping from paper to paper during one
meeting will often lose some of the members who are trying to keep up or stay focused on the
topic. It is important that the facilitator involve everyone in the study process so that they stay
connected to the discussions and feel like a part of the group. Group members should always be
encouraged to share personal experiences that relate to the material being studied. This not only
establishes connection with the group but serves to teach everyone how to apply the teachings in
their own lives. The facilitator must prevent any member from dominating the meeting or
diverting it from the subject at hand. Long stories get boring quickly for most people. The
facilitator should highlight important points in the material and offer a summary at the end of
each study session so that the main points are firmly planted in the minds of those studying.

The Urantia Book tells us a lot about teaching. Jesus was the model teacher. Study his
methods and use them. Here are a few quotes that will help you:

The true teacher maintains his intellectual integrity by ever remaining a learner. [page 1433-2]

And this was his method of instruction: Never once did he attack their errors or even mention the
flaws in their teachings. In each case he would select the truth in what they taught and then
proceed so to embellish and illuminate this truth in their minds that in a very short time this
enhancement of the truth effectively crowded out the associated error; and thus were these
Jesus-taught men and women prepared for the subsequent recognition of additional and similar
truths in the teachings of the early Christian missionaries. [page 1456-0]

He was equally adept in teaching by either asking or answering questions. As a rule, to those he
taught the most, he said the least. [page 1460-6]

Though Jesus' public teaching mainly consisted in parables and short discourses, he invariably
taught his apostles by questions and answers. He would always pause to answer sincere
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questions during his later public discourses. [page 1546-1]

He was a positive teacher of true virtue. He studiously avoided the negative method of imparting
instruction; he refused to advertise evil. [page 1582-2]

Each of the apostolic teachers taught his own view of the gospel of the kingdom. They made no
effort to teach just alike; there was no standardized or dogmatic formulation of theologic
doctrines. Though they all taught the same truth, each apostle presented his own personal
interpretation of the Master's teaching. And Jesus upheld this presentation of the diversity of
personal experience in the things of the kingdom, unfailingly harmonizing and co-ordinating
these many and divergent views of the gospel at his weekly question hours. [page 1658 – 1]

The teachers of the religion of Jesus should approach other religions with the recognition of the
truths which are held in common (many of which come directly or indirectly from Jesus'
message) while they refrain from placing so much emphasis on the differences. [page 1670 – 6]

Jesus taught the appeal to the emotions as the technique of arresting and focusing the
intellectual attention. He designated the mind thus aroused and quickened as the gateway to the
soul, where there resides that spiritual nature of man which must recognize truth and respond to
the spiritual appeal of the gospel in order to afford the permanent results of true character
transformations. [page 1705 – 4]

Print out or copy these quotes and give one to each member. Ask them to study these so
that they will be a more effective facilitator when their turn to perform the role of facilitator
comes around. The Urantia Book itself has much to say on the subject of leadership.
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METHODS OF STUDY
These suggestions should not be considered as restrictions or rules but are offered as a

possible starting point. They should not limit or prevent the use of imagination and creativity
when conducting a study group. Successful groups have used other techniques and these
suggestions alone will not guarantee the success of your group. Your group will evolve methods
of study and fellowship which suit your members, and that is the way it should be.

There are as many ways to conduct the study session as there are groups. While the host
may need to make decisions at the beginning about how to study, the method of study and how
the meeting is conducted should be a group decision. Each of the formats listed below provides
for some degree of participation by each member of the group. The more that people participate
the more they will enjoy the group because they will develop a sense of belonging and value to
the group. Everyone wants to feel important so including them in the meeting functions will let
them know that they are a valued member of the group. Participation will better prepare them to
someday lead their own study group and encourage regular attendance. In general, study groups
which remain focused on a study of The Urantia Book remain more open to new readers. Just as
different people have different needs, study groups can be different to meet the needs of the
individuals in the group. It may even be desirable to have multiple groups in your area that
function differently to meet those needs.

The most informal study group is one that allows free discussion of topics and how The
Urantia Book relates to them. A topic may be assigned ahead of time so that members can come
prepared to discuss a given topic or the discussion could be allowed to evolve according to the
groups thoughts and concerns during any particular meeting. The host or facilitator will
probably need to put more effort into keeping a group like this focused on The Urantia Book and
away from politics, economics, or areas of discussion.

Probably the most common method of study is the Sequential Reading Group. The group
reads through The Urantia Book together, from beginning to end usually covering one paper per
meeting. Members may take turns reading a page or section at a time. One person may do all the
reading or the audio cassette tapes or CD may be used. Be sure to allow frequent stops for
questions or discussion. New groups may find it easier to select less difficult papers or groups of
papers and simply read through them.

Also common is the Topical Reading Group where a topic is chosen at the end of a
meeting as the topic for the next meeting. Members study that topic before the next meeting.
The group then takes turns reading parts of The Urantia Book that they have found related to that
topic. Many people favor the combining the Sequential Reading method with an occasional
Topical Reading meeting.

Reading/Response method gets everyone involved in the discussion. Even timid persons
are assured of getting their chance to speak. With this method, the discussion period of any of
the other methods gives each person around the table a turn to speak rather than random
discussion. This is a good way to conduct a study group when people may not know each other
and may be reluctant to speak out or you have a member that tends to dominate the discussion.

In a Formal Discussion group the facilitator presents a question to the members of the
group who then search for specific answers to the questions. Questions may come from the
facilitator or from someone in the group.

A study group can be done as a lecture. One person stands and presents the information
about the topic or reads a paper and then facilitates discussion afterwards about the lecture. A
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meeting could feature one or more lectures and the lecture could be done by one or more people.
This is a more controlled form of meeting but it is great for helping members develop their
techniques for presenting topics to conferences or other organizations.

Quotation study is a method where the facilitator reads quotes from The Urantia Book
and the group then discusses the quote.

Question and Answer method invites everyone in the group to bring a question to the
meeting which is then discussed by the group. Searching for answers is valuable but you don’t
want the entire meeting spent flipping pages. Having a concordance of The Urantia Book or a
computer with the ability to search the book online or from the CD is also handy.

Dramatic reenactment of events in the book can make the teachings come to life for many
people. One time we reenacted the last supper with everyone playing a role while reading from
The Urantia Book about it. This was for everyone a most memorable and moving group event.

Video and slide show presentations are always enjoyed by everyone. The facilitator may
make a presentation in the form of a video presentation followed by a group discussion.

Silent reading and meditation upon an assigned portion or topic followed by discussion is
another method but probably doesn’t produce as much interaction as other methods.

Of course any form of crafts or materials may be added to any of these methods. Materials
may include trivia quizzes, matching games, multiple choice questions, fill in the blank
statements, crossword puzzles, or any type of arts and crafts that the group may enjoy. Groups
may also wish to join together in singing a song and/or close with a group prayer.

An example of one type of meeting could be:
The host will call the meeting to order and introduce the facilitator for the meeting. The

meeting may begin with a prayer for guidance or a moment of silence (if the group so chooses)
to focus the attention of the group. The facilitator begins with a short introduction of the subject.
He then reads the introductory portion of the paper that has been chosen to study and then asks
someone to read the first section. The person reading should stop after each section or paragraph
and ask for discussion. Some groups encourage interruptions for questions or comments at any
point; others prefer that questions be held until the end of each section. It is important to discuss
the material of each section. It is important to discuss the material to uncover the deeper
meanings of the teachings and insight offered by differing viewpoints. Even a new reader may
ask a simple question that will stimulate new thoughts among experienced readers. Remember
the 12 year old Jesus asking questions in the temple? New readers should be encouraged to ask
questions. When no one has further questions or comments, the facilitator then asks the next
person to read the next section, and so on. When the time to end the meeting is near, the
facilitator should conclude the discussions and summarize the meeting. The host or the
facilitator should then make certain that everyone knows the time and place of the next meeting
and what will be studied.

All of the above methods are variations of reading a section out loud and then discussing
it. It is important to read the material being studied out loud to the group. Don’t try to save time
in a meeting by asking everyone to read it beforehand so the meeting can be only discussion.
There is real value in deep reflective thinking and discussion of the material being studied.
Reading will present the ideas and concepts contained in The Urantia Book but group discussion
will expand everyone’s understanding and practical application of them. Group discussion and
interaction can often help overcome problems in comprehending advanced concepts from The
Urantia Book.
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STIMULATING GROUP PARTICIPATION
Anyone can read The Urantia Book alone. The task of the study group facilitator is to

encourage all members to contribute their thoughts and ideas, so that all members grow by
expressing their own views and from hearing the thoughts of others. Participation by all
members in the organization, meetings, and activities of the group is very important. Everyone
will feel a greater sense of belonging, loyalty, and importance to the group when they participate
in its creation and function. Some groups have members take turns bringing desserts to the
meeting. This too is a form of participation that encourages attendance.

The facilitator should encourage everyone to participate but never force anyone to speak.
Be mindful not to embarrass a timid brother or sister but find subtle ways to draw them into the
discussion. The facilitator should encourage all members to be straightforward in their
comments and to speak from the heart as well as from the mind. Members should be encouraged
to listen carefully and courteously to the comments of others. We are all at different points in
this journey so we will all have different levels of understanding of the teachings. Everyone
should be respectful of another person’s thoughts even if they disagree. Nobody likes to be
proven wrong in public but they can learn from other viewpoints when they are expressed in a
loving and non-confrontational manner. There are no official interpretations of The Urantia
Book, the text speaks for itself, and understanding of the teachings can be broadened by many
unique viewpoints.

Never allow direct criticism of the views of others. Never allow discussions to become
debates that produce winners and losers. Criticism will cause a member to remain silent or even
to leave the group because they “don’t fit in”. Certainly all members should be allowed to offer
different opinions but never should they be allowed to say that someone is wrong. The Spirit of
Truth, not fellow study group members, will tell someone what is truth and what is not. Study is
more productive if each person does not feel the need to defend a particular viewpoint but simply
offers it to the group for consideration.

A good way to involve shy or quiet members is for the facilitator to show an obvious
desire to hear what they have to say. Encourage them to speak by asking a simple question or by
inviting them to give their opinion. Attacking someone’s position only makes them defend it
more. Positive praise and reinforcement will better serve to encourage group participation. The
size of a study group very much affects the ebb and flow of each participant's open engagement.
The host naturally wants to make all feel involved, valued, and respected. With a larger group it
is more difficult to retain the intimacy that a small group fosters. But large study groups are not
to be avoided, they just need a different attitude, greater attention and more planning.

After each section has been read aloud, the facilitator can stimulate discussion by asking
a specific thought-provoking question about what was read. Specific questions will produce
specific answers rather than vague generalities. It is a good idea for the facilitator to prepare a
list of one or two questions for each section ahead of time. Questions enhance our understanding
of these truths in our lives. Words such as “how”, “why”, or “does” usually begin specific
questions. Refer to the enclosed Bloom’s Taxonomy if you have trouble formulating questions
but even a simple question may be all that is needed to get discussion flowing.

Discussions should include discussion of the intellectual facts of what was read, why
those facts or concepts are important to us, and how we can live the truth presented in each
section. Discussion should help us to know the teachings, live the teachings, and share the
teachings.
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USING STUDY AIDS

It is always helpful, but not required, to have a Urantia Book Concordance and a
dictionary available. Other “tools” that help with study could include a computer with The
Urantia Book either on the internet or the CD version of the text for searching for information in
the book, audio versions of the book on CD or tape, a pronunciation guide, a key word index,
and a Bible. There are many study aids offered for free or minimal cost from the Urantia
Foundation. These materials are even more important when the method of study is topical,
meaning discussion of a topic and the various parts of the book related to it. By picking a topic
(e.g., faith, prayer, worship, Adam and Eve, family life) and researching the paragraphs or
sentences listed, you can select those you wish to explore further.

There are many study aids and secondary works that can add to the group’s enjoyment of
the study material. Contacting the Urantia Foundation or the UAI will assist you in locating
these works by individuals. A search of the internet, if available, will also help you to find these
materials. Study aids may assist in the understanding of concepts from The Urantia Book but
The Urantia Book should remain the primary source of teaching with secondary works being
secondary.
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NEW MEMBERS AND NEW READERS

As a group you may wish to set some standards for introducing new members. Some
groups are open to new members and some are not. These groups are usually family units that
prefer to study together as a family. Some groups are open to new readers and some are not. For
most groups that welcome new members or new readers, the only requirements for membership
are an interest in The Urantia Book and a sincere desire to know and serve God.

Before any potential new member that is not known to the group is invited to join the
group, the group should meet the new person and discuss whether to invite the person to join the
group. As with all other methods for study group, there are many ways to handle this. The new
person may be invited to attend as an observer for a specific number of meetings or someone
from the group may be assigned to interview the potential new member and report back to the
group. At some point the group needs to decide if the new member will be invited to become a
regular member of the group. Obviously this can be a delicate situation but the integrity and
security of the group is of primary importance so if the new member does not seem to fit in,
politely and courteously say so. In this situation, you may offer to help them start their own
study group.

When a new reader attends, the group experience can encourage the new reader to learn
more about The Urantia Book in a relaxed and friendly setting without fear of criticism.

Sometimes a regular member of the group will bring a friend or someone curious about
the book. The friends and family members of regular members that wish to observe a meeting
should always be welcome as long as they are not disruptive. It is a good idea to keep extra
copies of The Urantia Book on hand so that visitors will have one to use during the meeting. Try
to make new people feel comfortable. Most new members do not want to disrupt the group or to
be the center of attention. Generally, the new reader just wants to observe. Warmth and
friendliness are the best formula. Some regular group members may unintentionally make
visitors feel self-conscious by being overly friendly. The facilitator should recognize when a
change to the program for the sake of a new reader may be beneficial. It is also important to
know when to stop and explain a new term or concept.

New members may provide a breath of fresh air and a surge of enthusiasm that can
invigorate a mature group, intellectually and socially. Long time members are sometimes
uncomfortable with new members because new ideas are not in accord with the old ones. Long
time members may get into a comfortable rut that new members often disturb forcing the older
member to start thinking again. Making a visitor or new member and their ideas and questions
feel welcomed and valued will invade their comfort zone of the group but this will cause growth
for everyone.

An important element of any study group meeting is the love that is shared among those
in attendance and extended to visitors and new members. Membership growth comes from
loving relationships with those around us. Never hesitate to invite someone that seems
interested. The act is yours; the consequences God’s. Not everyone who is invited will come
but unless an invitation is extended nobody will ever come.
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PRAYER, WORSHIP, AND SONG

The Urantia Book tells us that Jesus "...taught the twelve always to pray in secret; to go
off by themselves admidst the quiet surroundings of nature or to go in their rooms and shut the
doors when they engaged in prayer." [page 1620:3]

However, in discussing the social repercussions of prayer, the Chief of Midwayers writes,
"...prayer need not always be individual. Group or congregational praying is very effective in
that it is highly socializing in its repercussions. When a group engages in community prayer for
moral enhancement and spiritual uplift, such devotions are reactive upon the individuals
composing the group; they are all made better because of participation." [page 998:5]

These two aspects of prayer leave it open for your group members to find their own way
of way of functioning. It would seem ok to pray or not to pray based on the group’s decision.

Some groups begin or end with a prayer or moment of silence; some do not. Many
groups find that starting with a moment of silence is effective in putting them into the right frame
of mind for spiritual study. Some study groups practice group worship but others do not. Each
group should address these issues openly and arrive at a group decision. Prayer and worship are
important parts of many well-established study groups. These more personal aspects of a
religious nature tend to evolve over time as the members of the group become more comfortable
with each other. Some groups of Urantia Book readers meet only for prayer or worship. Other
groups meet only for study. Most groups have members who participate in the activities of
traditional religious institutions. There are still other readers who introduce the teachings of The
Urantia Book into the activities of their religious community or church. This just confirms that
there really are many ways to have your own study group to meet the needs and desires of the
group members.

Group prayer, in whatever form that is comfortable for the group, can greatly contribute
to a sense of spiritual unity. But, group prayer is not for everyone. It is wise not to impose it
upon group members who are not comfortable with it. They may choose not to participate for a
variety of reasons.

Some groups establish a circle, with each person praying in turn. In some groups, the
facilitator will either conduct the prayer or pray first and then indicate that anyone else who
wishes to say something may do so. After a period of silence to begin a meeting, the facilitator
may conclude the moment with a short prayer aloud or by reading a prayer such as the Believer's
Prayer from page 1620 of The Urantia Book. There are as many possibilities as there are study
groups. How prayer and worship are used may even change with different facilitators for each
meeting. When all members of a group share a common appreciation of public prayer, group
prayer can be a powerful, shared spiritual experience.

If you are fortunate enough to have someone in your group that is musically inclined, the
inclusion of spiritual songs in the meeting can be very enjoyable. Nearly everyone enjoys music
especially when performed by one of the group members. Not everyone is comfortable singing
aloud around other people so be careful when considering sing-a-long sessions for the group. If
you announce a sing-a-long and hear groans from the group, it probably is not something you
want to try again. There is no doubt that music will add another welcome dimension to any
study group.
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DEALING WITH PROBLEMS

DISRUPTION:

People with personal agenda’s usually have a passion for them that can be difficult to
deal with. As host, try to discover such agenda’s before inviting the person to join the group.
However, people with personal agenda’s are often very good at hiding them until they find an
audience.

Occasionally a person may try to dominate a meeting by turning the discussion to some
personal agenda or pet issue. The facilitator may overcome this problem by directing the
discussion to another person by asking if someone who has not yet spoken wishes to make any
comments about the meetings topic of discussion. If that doesn’t work, politely suggest that we
stay on the topic for the meeting and not get sidetracked. Privately encourage the other members
not to engage in the discussion of that person’s agenda during or after the meeting. If nobody
takes up the challenge, often a person will lose interest and leave the group.

The facilitator might also offer to meet with the person after the meeting to provide the
time for discussion of a pet issue. After respectfully listening to the person, politely request that
this issue not be discussed during study group as you don’t want to deflect the group from its
main purpose of studying The Urantia Book. Explain that that is why everyone comes and you
feel the need to stay with the original purpose of the group. If this person has a close friend in
the group, ask this friend to talk to them about keeping to the topic of the meeting.

If all else fails, the host has the responsibility to take the disruptive person aside
privately, and tactfully explain that the purpose of the group is to study The Urantia Book and
that by introducing his personal agenda, he is disrupting the study of the others in the group.
Directly ask this person not to bring the subject up again during the study period. It is important
that the moderator be patient and tolerant, but the host must also keep the interests of the group
foremost in mind or the disruptive person will drive the others away. The group expects the host
to function in this manner and to take action when needed. Do not feel badly for it or apologize
for doing what needs to be done.

Some persons will seek to join any group or cause in order to just belong to something.
They have psychological needs that need a group setting to satisfy. Their presence will cause the
group meetings to feel like therapy sessions. Certainly group members can at important times
act as support for a member during a tough time but the difference here is that this type of person
enjoys the attention and pity of the other members, never seeking to “get over it.” Sometimes the
psychologically needy will seek being recognized as a teacher or superior spiritually
accomplished person. A psychologically needy person will drive the group apart as some will
tire of the person’s problems and others may express pity and an overly active tolerance for
them.

Being disruptive could also include someone who habitually arrives late for no apparent
reason. Do not waste time. Members should be encouraged to arrive a little early so that the
meeting can begin on time. Always start and end on time. Do not restart the meeting for those
arriving late. This will give them the incentive to arrive on time for the next meeting.

Sometimes personal habits can be disruptive. Someone loudly chewing ice from their
drink, ignoring personal hygiene, attending with an obvious illness, and of course the ubiquitous
cell phone or pager all can be forms of disruption. Seek the advice and consensus of the group
when trying to deal with such situations. Sometimes light-heartedly poking fun at the offender
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may get the point across without creating hard feelings. Other times a direct approach may be
necessary. If so, always do this in private. Remember this person is your brother or sister so
deal with them in a loving but firm manner when necessary.

CONTROVERSY:

Avoid controversial issues, especially in new groups. A group with a more established
relationship among its members may tread lightly into such areas but even then caution is
suggested. For example, someone may ask what The Urantia Book says about abortion. That is
a legitimate question and yet may be a controversial one. As long as the discussion is focused on
what the book says it may be a good discussion. However, should the discussion turn political,
the host should step in and conclude the discussion and divert the discussion to another subject.

The Urantia Book Internet School has a rule that says all students agree: “To interact with
other students and teachers according to the spirit of the teachings of The Urantia Book by being
respectful of differing levels of comprehension, diversity of perspective, and varied
communication skills of fellow readers.” This would be a good rule for any study group also.
Perhaps repeating this rule occasionally at the beginning of a meeting would help prevent
potential controversy. The facilitator should encourage the group to look for areas of agreement
in what has been read, but never force a consensus in interpretation. Unity, not uniformity.

[page 1591:6] “James Zebedee had asked, "Master, how shall we learn to see alike and thereby
enjoy more harmony among ourselves?" When Jesus heard this question, he was stirred within
his spirit, so much so that he replied: "James, James, when did I teach you that you should all
see alike? I have come into the world to proclaim spiritual liberty to the end that mortals may be
empowered to live individual lives of originality and freedom before God. I do not desire that
social harmony and fraternal peace shall be purchased by the sacrifice of free personality and
spiritual originality. What I require of you, my apostles, is spirit unity--and that you can
experience in the joy of your united dedication to the wholehearted doing of the will of my
Father in heaven. You do not have to see alike or feel alike or even think alike in order
spiritually to be alike. Spiritual unity is derived from the consciousness that each of you is
indwelt, and increasingly dominated, by the spirit gift of the heavenly Father. Your apostolic
harmony must grow out of the fact that the spirit hope of each of you is identical in origin,
nature, and destiny.”
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SPIRITUAL UNITY:

The search for God is the most important function of study group. We need not always
agree on the details of how we go about it. None of us has all the answers so be mindful of
another person’s opinions.

Spiritual unity of the group is important because sharing a spiritual experience is what
will keep the group together for many years.. As the spiritual unity of the group strengthens, the
love among the group grows. Or perhaps it is the other way around. Love is what makes us
want to be around someone. As some old song says, “Love will keep us together.” Some things
that affect spiritual unity should be recognized.

As a group gets larger, it is more difficult to develop the close relationships that are
important for in depth discussion. Many people become more uncomfortable with expressing
their views as the group gets larger. A study group should split into two groups if this occurs.
Six to eight members is about as large as a group should get. Certainly if there are ten members
the group should divide into two groups to reestablish the intimacy of a small group. Some
groups that have existed for many years with many of the same members function well with 12-
14 readers but this is unusual. The Tuesday Night Study Group at the Urantia Foundation
functions well with this many people but probably about half of those are regular members.

Love is the key to spiritual unity and it may be difficult to love someone that cannot be
trusted. Honesty and trust are essential. Honesty of feelings and trust that I can share my
feelings and views with the group and be accepted for it.

Membership stability allows familiarity and friendships to grow. A group of core
members committed to attending every meeting will serve to unify the group. Familiarity with
one another brings closeness and trust.

As a study group host or member, it should be recognized that you and your group are
part of a growing community of study groups around the world. Recognizing that you are part of
a larger whole will serve to increase spiritual unity among your group. We encourage you to
send your contact information to the Urantia Foundation and the UAI so that we may send you
by email or regular mail our newsletters that will feature articles about study groups around the
world. You are strongly encouraged to send information about your group and your group
activities so that we may share them with other groups to strengthen and encourage them. We
will also assist you in establishing direct lines of communication with other groups around the
world if you wish to do so.

The commitment of individuals to the goals of the group will promote unity. Anytime
people join together in a common cause, unity is present and growing according to their
commitment. All members should pull together when working on the goals of the group. It is
important to set priorities if the group does establish goals so that everyone knows what is most
important. Individuals should not pursue the goals of the group on their own. This is another
reason why it is so important to get everyone involved in the planning, leading, and hosting of
the group and in group activities. Help those who tend to be “wallflowers” to know that they are
an important part of the group. A group is everyone sharing a common goal.

[page 1562:1] “In the councils of the twelve Thomas was always cautious, advocating a policy of
safety first, but if his conservatism was voted down or overruled, he was always the first
fearlessly to move out in execution of the program decided upon. Again and again would he
stand out against some project as being foolhardy and presumptuous; he would debate to the
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bitter end, but when Andrew would put the proposition to a vote, and after the twelve would elect
to do that which he had so strenuously opposed, Thomas was the first to say, "Let's go!" He was
a good loser. He did not hold grudges nor nurse wounded feelings."

We should encourage a sense of unity among all readers of The Urantia Book. The book speaks
to this. "But in this brotherhood of Jesus there is no place for sectarian rivalry, group bitterness,
nor assertions of moral superiority and spiritual infallibility." (Page 2085)
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MAINTAINING ATTENDANCE:

Maintaining regular attendance is the proof of a successful group. The key to
maintaining attendance is to have a study group that people want to attend. Therefore, keeping
the meetings interesting and providing a variety of learning methods is vital to keeping people
coming to study group. Making people feel important to the group gives them a purpose for
returning because without them something will be missing from the group. This is done by
getting them to actively participate in the functioning of the group. This is one reason why it is
important to rotate the role of facilitator. This is another reason for making sure that everyone
contributes to the discussions and to the reading if that is your method. Group chemistry is a
difficult thing to predict but if the host will normally set the tone for meetings in a loving casual
atmosphere where people feel comfortable, the chemistry will happen. No matter what else is
going on in your life, put all that aside during the study period. As host, always be warm,
friendly, and cheerful.

[Page 1206:2] But a devoted and determined effort to realize eternal destiny is wholly compatible
with a light-hearted and joyous life and with a successful and honorable career on earth.

Other activities that maintain interest could include inviting outside speakers, hosting
joint meetings with other study groups, preparing presentations for retreats or conferences,
forming a group choir, celebrating Jesus' birthday, holding social events, and engaging in
community service as a group with such projects as library placement of The Urantia Book,
adopting a study group in another country, UAI prison outreach, or any of the many other
volunteer opportunities that are worthy of your help. There are many opportunities available
through the Urantia Foundation or the UAI that directly relate to the dissemination of these
teachings in your area and around the world. The commitment of part-time attendees can be
improved by giving them a material sense of purpose to go along with the spiritual purpose of
study group. This often is done by projects that benefit others in the community where they can
see and feel direct results of their efforts.

Each active member must have a meaningful voice in the direction of the group's
activities. The host should call regular members who miss a meeting to check on them and to let
them know they were missed. Every person is a part of the group and needs to be recognized
and acknowledged as such from time to time. Be genuinely interested in others and people will
be interested in you. People always enjoy being around and sharing life with people who love
them.

[2044:3]"And when men see you so love them, and when they behold how fervently you serve
them, they will perceive that you have become faith-fellows of the kingdom of heaven, and they
will follow after the Spirit of Truth which they see in your lives, to the finding of eternal
salvation."
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SERVICE PROJECTS:

Service projects by a study group's members can be a great aid to individual and group
growth. Service projects provide a special opportunity to put what is learned in study group into
practical application for the benefit of others. Groups, like people, only grow out, never inward.
The old corporate adage of “Grow or die” is true for most every type of organization including
study groups. Your group may not die if it does not grow but certainly it will stagnate. Growth
can take two forms spiritual and material. A group can grow spiritually and be a vibrant long
lasting group without increasing numbers. A group can grow materially in numbers but if the
purpose of the group, spiritual growth, is not there, the group will struggle to survive since it has
no purpose. Growth in numbers is meaningless without spiritual growth.

Groups that reach outside themselves will attract new members and excite existing
members. This will only increase the dedication and loyalty of members to the group. The
greatest service, as a group or as individuals, is to demonstrate the love of our Father by living
the teachings and sharing this love with those around us. No greater joy can be found than to
show someone else the way to God. Often the teachings of The Urantia Book can be best
introduced to a new person by sharing the teachings rather than the book, meaning that the
teachings can be shared as your own beliefs, which they are, without mentioning the book itself.
Often the mention of a “book” will immediately turn people off to what you have to say.
Introduce the teachings first and when the person is ready, they will seek to know more and then
they will be ready for the book itself.

One interesting concept for sharing the teachings through service is for the group to find
out what the “hot topic” on the evening news is. Then study what the book says about it. The
“hot topic” will be on the minds of many people so it will be easy to bring up the subject and to
gently express your beliefs even to those who aren’t “religious”, without making them
uncomfortable. This would make a good project for any study group when some moral issue is
in the news.

For groups near Chicago, the Urantia Foundation is always in need of volunteers. There
are Foundation offices in many countries that need assistance too as well as national and local
UAI organizations around the world. Library placement of the book has proven to be a huge
benefit to people searching for truth. Prison ministry has been established by the UAI and needs
volunteers in all communities. The Urantia Book Internet School needs people to be facilitators
of classes and administrative help. Perhaps your group could participate in a course with each
lesson being the topic of your study group meeting. There is always a need for books in many
areas that cannot afford them. People who live far from a city where the book is printed pay a
higher price for the book due to shipping costs. Helping to get books into the spiritually hungry
hands around the world is a great study group project. Hosting and conducting local or regional
conferences, retreats, or picnics is a fun way to contribute and to meet other readers. Organizing
any kind of gathering is an enjoyable and worthwhile project.

Of course there are many opportunities for service in your own community and those will
vary based on the country or culture that you live in. Hospital visitation is available in all
communities. Volunteer at homeless shelters or for the local emergency agencies. Teach a
Sunday school class or some other form of educational service at a local church, synagogue, or
mosque. There are several people who have found that the teachings of The Urantia Book are
usually welcome in such situations. Avoid mentioning the book because this could be seen as an
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attempt to “convert” people. Slowly and little by little inject the teachings into your religious
activities and if it is indeed truth, you will see it grow.

Service projects can be a great aid to individual and group spiritual growth. Service
projects provide opportunity for the group to work together in planning, building, and
completing group purposes and goals. Groups that are focused inward may tend to fade away
while groups that seek to extend themselves out into the community around them tend to grow
and flourish. Groups like this can be a lot more meaningful and fun too.

"One of the most important lessons to be learned during your mortal career is teamwork."
[page 312:10]

“The Master sought to impress upon all teachers of the gospel of the kingdom that their only
business was to reveal God to the individual man as his Father--to lead this individual man to
become son-conscious; then to present this same man to God as his faith son.” [Page 1593:5]
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Usually, one of the first issues to arise when forming any group is what to call your study
group. People seem to like to have names for anything they organize. A name will give the
group an identity.

A name could be anything from "John & Jane’s study group", "Tuesday Night Group", or
something expressive of the purpose of the group. You could name your group after the town
you meet in. The UAI is the only organization licensed by the Urantia Foundation to use the
words “Urantia” or the concentric circles symbol. Study groups may also use a name such as
“The Urantia Book study group of [the town you meet in]” or something like that. It is
important to all of us that the copyright for The Urantia Book be respected and it is important
that all use of quotations from The Urantia Book in written materials conform to guidelines
established by the Urantia Foundation. Without copyright protection, the word “Urantia” could
be used for anything from the name of a tattoo parlor to modified versions of the book itself.
The copyright is necessary in order to assure that the book your great-grandchildren read will be
the same one that you read today. Without a copyright, anyone could produce a book called
“The Urantia Book” and say anything they wish in it.

As a study group, if you decide to take on service related projects, you may decide that
there is a need for your group to raise money to pay for things like books, shipping costs,
printing costs, etc. It is important that the group decide how it will pay expenses so that the
group, rather than a few individuals, contributes to the expense of projects. If you plan to
maintain a bank account someone will need to be given the authority to access that account and
guidelines for spending of funds. Discussion of financial business or projects should take place
outside of the study period. All decisions on how funds are spent must be a group decision. In
this situation, it is imperative that the person responsible for the funds keep a detailed financial
report and records of funds received and spent. Nothing will tear a group apart quicker than a
squabble over money.
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STUDY GROUP COMMUNITY

One very important aspect of study groups that is only now being realized is the
importance of one group to all the others. We cannot create thousands of study groups without
creating one study group at a time. Hosting a study group may be a seemingly difficult task for
many people. If we all wait until we are experts or until we know perfectly how to do this, it will
never get done. Study group is not about you but you are important for starting the group and
giving the group what it needs to get going. The group will take on a life of it’s own if nurtured
by a loving and caring hand. It isn’t necessary that you as host know the entire Urantia Book by
heart. All you really need is the desire and commitment to provide a time and place for the
group to meet.

One of the purposes of this starter kit is to help build a network of study groups around
the world. This network will not be anything formal or restrictive but rather an open line of
communication among groups. What we want to do is help create more study groups and one
way to do that is to establish lines of communication among groups. These lines of
communication may be the sharing of email addresses among existing groups or the featuring of
study groups in newsletters. The Study Group Committee of the Urantia Association
International has a study group database that we wish to use to list information for all study
groups of The Urantia Book. Membership in the UAI is not required. We are here to serve all
groups and all readers of the book.

Once you have your group established, we would appreciate receiving information about
your group. It is up to you as to what information you wish to send us however we would like to
have the group name, host name, mailing address, telephone number, email address, what is your
meeting schedule, what is your method of study, are you open to new members, may we share
your information with those seeking a study group to attend, and any other information that you
wish to share. We will gladly add you to the database so that, if you are open to new members,
we can help them find you. Sometimes travelers contact us to find a study group in an area
where they are vacationing or visiting. We often assist them in finding a study group they can
attend. You may contact us at anytime for assistance in finding new readers in your area or any
information you may need.

We would enjoy sharing news about your group with others in our newsletters that are
sent out in printed form or on our website. This information could be anything from a simple
announcement of the group beginning to have meetings to details about a service project the
group is doing. A photo of your group would be a wonderful addition to our newsletter. We
believe that by sharing information among groups, we can strengthen and encourage existing
groups and motivate individuals to form new groups. Seeing your success will give them the
courage to create a group of their own. Sharing problems that arise and how you resolved them
is also of benefit to everyone. We will be glad to receive any information you send us and will
always respect your confidentiality when requested. Newsletters are sent free of charge by
email, however, there is a subscription fee for printed newsletters to cover the cost of printing
and mailing. Some local UAI organizations will send their newsletter by mail free of charge.
Let us know if you would like to be added to any of these mailing lists. If we receive enough
material from study groups, we hope to someday publish a study group newsletter for worldwide
distribution.
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We would appreciate it if you would send us a short message about your group and it’s activities
so that we can provide, with your permission, information about your group to potential new
members and for newsletter articles. After you get your group established, we would also like to
hear from every group at least once a year. You may send this to:

Rick Lyon
UAI Study Group Committee
P.O.Box 397
Linden, IN., 47955, USA

ricklyon@tctc.com
telephone in the United States at: 765-366-7203

We welcome you to The Urantia Book Study Group community and look forward to sharing this
experience together.

Many countries have UAI national organizations and local organizations so there may be one in
your area. They may serve as a resource for guest speakers, gatherings of readers, help with
difficult concepts from the book, or any other assistance you may need. Again, membership in
the UAI, while welcomed, is not required for us to assist you in having a successful study group.

mailto:ricklyon@tctc.com
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THE STUDY GROUP EXPERIENCE

Jesus Lighthouse Study Group. Fort Worth, Texas. 1993-2000 Host: Rick Warren

Twelve people came to my first study group meeting! I live in a big metro area where
there are scores of readers, so attendance wasn't a problem. But it was a little awkward because I
knew only half of those who came. Some were there solely because their mate or spouse are
readers.

I was fortunate to have a good reader friend at my side. Suzanne was the first
sincere reader I met after having found the book six years earlier. She had known the Urantia
Book about as long as I had and also wanted to meet with others over this awesome revelation.
Before long we began talking about forming a study group. I had all the essentials, a quiet
comfortable place (my living/dining room) and a regular time slot available. I gave it much
thought and finally decided to have our meeting one workday evening every two weeks. That fit
in very well with everyone concerned. A weekly meeting seemed too much strain on my
household, so I choose the two week schedule.

That's one of the beauties of hosting study groups, they can be designed any way the host
wishes. The frequency and method of study are left entirely to the host. The only iron clad rule I
embraced was to maintain the focus on the text itself, not on individuals, not on peripheral
matters, and especially not on politics.

The awkwardness was gone by the second meeting, and so was about half the group.
Only seven showed at our next meeting. Over the seven year period of my study group, the
number of attendees varied from three to twenty two. I quickly came to realize that more than
seven or eight people at a SG meeting creates a social dynamic that can inhibit the less assertive
members. And it becomes more a production than an intimate study session. That's not a bad
thing, it just needs to be handled differently.

The size of a study group very much affects the ebb and flow of each participant's open
engagement. The host naturally wants to make all feel involved. And if not involved, at least
valued and respected. The more members though, the more difficult it becomes to retain that
unmistakable intimacy that a small group fosters. But large study groups are not to be avoided
per se, they just require a different attitude, greater attention and more planning. And sometimes
the best solution may be to spilt into two or three smaller groups.

We followed the long established pattern of taking turns reading, gathered in a circle, or
around a table. And everyone took a turn even though there was no rule requiring participation.
We experimented with asking members to read a whole section, whether it was a few paragraphs
or two pages. But that sometimes exhausted the poor reader, so we switched to a paragraph or
two, mostly at the reader's discretion. These readings were interspersed, and interrupted, with
discussions arising out of the text. Interruptions were tolerated if not encouraged. Discussing
the text as it is being read is the real heart of the meeting. Herein lies the true value and fruit of
study groups. Encourage this in your study group and it will succeed and prosper, if goodness is
also present.

The only rules I insisted on were: keeping the focus on the text, and no politics.
Occasionally and inevitably the group's focus drifted off the text. Inevitably the level of
harmony always dropped in direct proportion to the extent of the drift. I distinctly recall
this happening in the lead up to the 2000 election in the US when a spontaneous
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political argument broke out. It felt awful. But harmony again prevailed when attention was
returned to study.

There was only one really troublesome issue that had to be dealt with. One which created
much consternation and diversion from study at first. It was a problem that took considerable
time to discover the remedy for. How was I to deal effectively with members who habitually
talked about themselves and issues unrelated to the group’s focus? I found that resentment can
easily develop within the group when the same person(s) dominates the meeting with off
topic issues. Talk of car deals, software or lawn pests will cause some to be bored. If it
continues, they will drop out. And, you may never know why. Too many distracting side
conversations can have a deleterious effect as well. If the study group is seen as a social
gathering/chatfest more than a study venue of this unique, vivifying revelation, then interest will
flag.

Eventually it occurred to me to handle study group members who constantly took the
focus off the text by asking Suzanne (who has an infectious laugh and is a naturally loved-by-
all kind of person) to act as "sargent at arms". I never announced her as such, but we agreed
beforehand to work together to keep the meeting from being hijacked by well intentioned but
intrinsically talkative members. And we pledged to try to do it without hurting anyone's
feelings. Looking back on it, I recognize we were able to accomplish this only because the
group's greatest desire was to study this amazing revelation we hold in common. They came to
study with others who came to study.

The group took to Suzanne's good natured ribbing and it instantly became a joke. So
much so that before long, all Suzanne had to say when the meeting began to drift off text
was, "Shut up, and read." Big laughs would attend her commands and no one felt shamed, they
often apologized for leading us astray. We were left with a more jovial atmosphere of sincere
study and learning.

Meeting once every two weeks as we did, it took years to read the Book from cover to
cover and discuss all that came up during our readings. But there is simply no substitute for
group study, it must be done to fully appreciate and integrate the teaching of this, the most
profound book ever written. In my opinion the revelation can't be fully absorbed without at least
once, reading it through with a group who recognize the Urantia Papers for what they are, a
revelation to a benighted world from those who care for and attend us on high.

We usually read about a Paper per meeting, around ten pages. But sometimes we read
just five pages, and sometimes it was fifteen or more. It all depended on the ratio of discussion-
to-reading that took place. It should be noted that some people will gladly come half an hour
early to socialize and converse. Some would happily stay half an hour after, all depending on
what the host permits. I welcomed this overlap of the meetings as time to strengthen friendships,
and it had the added advantage of allowing members time to talk about unrelated matters so the
study sessions might keep closer to the real focus of the meeting---studying the text. We
experimented with switching nights a couple of times to adjust to the human schedules and such.
But we finally settled on Thursday night, from 7:30 to 9:30.

Then came our last meeting. We gathered in a circle, talked over our past, celebrated and
toasted "Adios". At the end of my hosting period and after conferring with other members, our
SG broke into two more, one for each side of the city. Suzanne become host to one of them.
They are both still active. Both are places for new and old readers to intermingle and live out the
ancient axiom, "you have learned a thing when you have taught it to another".
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Successful SG's are not difficult if one knows the few pitfalls. Indeed they can be very
gratifying. Certainly not all SG experiences are good ones. A few years ago, another friend who
decided to host found a very contentious and somewhat alarming person at her first SG meeting.
Her SG died then and there. She hasn't opened her home again. It pays to screen people. Of
course, this requires good people skills and must be delegated to a sagacious reader.

Overall, my SG experience was most rewarding, and essential to growing in the
teachings. But caution is a must, ever observing the Master's admonition: be you gentle and
wise. About all I furnished was a regular, quiet place with a determined focus on the UB.
Except for ice water, cookies and coffee, that's all it takes. Having a big dictionary on hand
helped too. Members often brought what they liked to snack and sip on. It was a relaxed
and informal meeting that always gave us the same feeling one gets from UB any reader
conference. Maybe there exists an Angel of the Study Groups that imparts the glow that
seems always to characterize such gatherings under Jesus' light.

ANOTHER EXPERIENCE:

Recently we heard of a group where once a year, unannounced ahead of time, the facilitator
asked everyone to put their books away and just tell what they know about a topic. For example,
The facilitator would ask, “What do you know about Guardian Seraphim?” Then the group
members would tell what they know about Guardian Serephim (or whatever the chosen topic
was) without looking it up or reading it from the book. It was reported to be a very enjoyable
learning experience that got everyone involved in the discussion.
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(Use this for developing stimulating questions)

Bloom’s Taxonomy

LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDING SKILL DEMONSTRATED KEY WORDS
KNOWLEDGE:
 Observation and recall of

information
 Knowledge of dates,

events, places
 Knowledge of major ideas
 Mastery of subject matter

 Remembering, memorizing,
recognizing

 Recalling identification
 Recalling information

List, define, tell, describe,
identify, show, label, collect, who,
what name, who when, where,
when, where, how

COMPREHENSION:
 Understanding information
 Grasp meanings
 Translate knowledge into

new context
 Interpret facts, compare,

contrast
 Predict consequences

 Interpreting
 translating from one medium

to another
 describing in one’s own

words
 organization and selection of

facts and ideas
 retell.

Summarize, describe, interpret,
contrast, predict, associate,
distinguish, estimate,
differentiate, discuss, extend

APPLICATION:
 Use information
 Use methods, concepts,

theories in new situations
rules

 Solve problems using
required skills or knowledge

 Problem solving
 Applying information to

produce some result
 Use of facts and principles

o “How is...an example
of...?”

o “How is...related to...?”
o “Why is...significant...?”

Apply, demonstrate, calculate,
complete, illustrate, show, solve,
examine, modify, relate, change,
classify, experiment, discover

ANALYSIS:
Seeing patterns
Organization of parts
Recognition of hidden meanings
Identification of components

 Subdividing something to
show how it is put together

 Finding the underlying
structure of a communication

 Identifying motives
 Separation of a whole into

component parts:
o “What are the parts or

features of...?
o “Classify...according to...”
o “Outline/diagram...”
o “How

does...compare/contrast
with...?

o “What evidence can you
list for...?

Analyze, separate, order,
explain, connect, classify,
arrange, divide, compare, select,
explain, infer
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LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDING SKILL DEMONSTRATED KEY WORDS
SYNTHESIS:
Use old ideas to create new
ones
Generalize from given facts
Relate knowledge from several
areas
Predict, draw conclusions

 Creating a unique, original
product that may be in verbal
form or may be a physical
object

 Combination of ideas to form
a new whole
o “What would you

predict/inform from...?
o “What ideas can you add

to...”
o “How would you

create/design a new...?”
o “What might happen if you

combined...?”
o “What solutions would you

suggest for...?”

Combine, integrate, modify,
rearrange, substitute, plan,
create, design, invent, “What if?”,
compose, formulate, prepare,
generalize, rewrite

EVALUATION:
Compare and discriminate
between ideas
Assess value of theories,
presentations
Make choices based on
reasoned argument
Verify value of evidence
Recognize subjectivity

 Making value decisions about
issues

 Resolving controversies or
differences of opinion

 Development of opinions,
judgments, or decisions:
o “Do you agree...?”
o “What do you think

about...?”
o “What is the most

important...?”
o “Place the following in

order of priority...”
o “How would you decide

about...?”

Assess, decide, rank, grade, test,
measure, recommend, convince,
select, judge, explain,
discriminate, support, conclude,
compare, summarize
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CHECKLIST FOR HOSTING YOUR FIRST
STUDY GROUP

 Evaluate the time and effort required to host a study group. Be honest with yourself.
Discuss forming a study group with your family and other readers in your area.

Make a personal commitment to yourself and your Thought Adjuster to host a study group.
Make a list of names of potential study group members that you know.

Contact the Urantia Foundation for names of readers and other study groups in your area.
Contact the IUA for names of readers and other study groups in your area.
Plan an organizational meeting do discuss forming a study group. Set a time and location.

Mail invitations to all the people that may be interested in study group.
A few days after they receive the invitation, follow up with a telephone call if possible.

A short time before the meeting, confirm the arrangements for the meeting place and time.
Arrive for the meeting early so you can greet everyone as they arrive.
Bring refreshments if possible.

Introduce yourself at the beginning of the meeting. State the purpose of the meeting. Present
your thoughts on study group and then ask for suggestions and ideas from your guests.

Decide where to meet, the time of the meeting, and how often to meet. Decide how to study
initially with the knowledge that this may change as the group gets going.

Make sure everyone knows the time, date, and place of the next meeting before they leave.

It is good to send a message a few days before the meeting to remind everyone.
As host, you should facilitate the first meeting. Develop a rough plan for the meeting and

study the paper from The Urantia Book to be covered. Be prepared.
As host, always be first to arrive at the meeting.

As host, people will look to you to lead so don’t be afraid to gently do so. Start on time. If
the discussion gets sidetracked, pull the discussion back into focus on the paper being
read. Don’t let someone dominate the meeting. Keep things moving but allow time for
discussion. Encourage questions.

Make sure everyone knows the time, date, place, and topic of the next meeting.
 Make sure the meeting ends on time. Some people may have baby sitters or jobs to get to. 
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[This is an example of a letter that may be used to contact someone to speak to your study group.
This is only a suggestion and it may not be suitable for some languages or cultures. A guest
speaker can be an important event for a study group especially if there is a topic that the entire
group would like to know more about. If you would like assistance in finding someone to be a
guest speaker, you may contact the UAI Study Group Committee. See page 31 of “How to Have
a Successful Study Group.]

DATE:

[NAME OF PERSON]
[ADDRESS MAILED TO]

Dear ,

My name is [your name]. I am a member of [study group name], a study group of The
Urantia Book. We are located in [give your location].

We are writing to invite you to speak at our study group meeting. We suggest the date of
[date]. We would like to invite you to speak on the topic of [topic] for about [number of
minutes] minutes to our group of [number of people].

Our meeting schedule is [list schedule]. Please let us know if the preferred date is
acceptable to you or if another date within our schedule would be better.

Our group [give some personal information about your group.]
We are interested in having you speak to us about this topic because [reasons for wanting

this person to give presentation]
If you need more information, please contact me at [your contact information].
We hope that you will be able to accept our invitation. I look forward to hearing from

you.

Sincerely,

[your name]
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CONTACT LIST
FOR STUDY GROUP ASSISTANCE

UAI STUDY GROUP COMMITTEE

Rick Lyon
Study Group Committee Chairman
P.O.Box 397
Linden, IN., 47955, USA

ricklyon@tctc.com

765-366-7203 in the U.S

URANTIA ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONAL

URANTIA ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONAL
Study Group Committee
559 West Diversey Parkway #351
Chicago, IL 60614 USA

Phone 773-572-1180
FAX 773-572-1181
James Woodward, UAI Administrator,
email tbandg@comcast.net

URANTIA FOUNDATION

533 Diversey Parkway
Chicago, IL,,60614, USA

Urantia@urantia.org

Call 1-800-URANTIA in the U.S (international calls: 1-773-525-3319)

mailto:ricklyon@tctc.com
mailto:tbandg@comcast.net
mailto:Urantia@urantia.org
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STUDY GROUP DATABASE INFORMATION FORM
Please return this form to::

URANTIA ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONAL
Study Group Committee
559 West Diversey Parkway #351
Chicago, IL 60614 USA

Phone 773-572-1180
FAX 773-572-1181
James Woodward, UAI Administrator,
email tbandg@comcast.net

Urantia Foundation & UAI encourages readers of The Urantia Book to attend or organize
study groups in their communities. Years of experience gleaned from readers worldwide
indicates that meetings that focus solely on the teachings of The Urantia Book, and are non-
political during study time, are the most successful..

For more information on organizing and maintaining study groups, please request our
brochure, Suggestions for Beginning a Study Group.

1. You have my permission to give my name and telephone
number to students of The Urantia Book in my area. Yes No

2. I / we currently host a Urantia Book study group. Yes No

3. Can we assure readers that your study group will focus
only on study of The Urantia Book? Yes No

4. Is your group open to new members? Yes No

5. May we share your contact information with others only for the
purpose of Urantia Book study groups? Yes No

Name of Host: _________________________________________________________________

Address:______________________________________________________________________

City: _____________________________ State_______________ Country: ________________

Zip:__________________ Phone: _____________________ E-Mail: _____________________

Signature :________________________________________ Date : _______________________

Meeting schedule : ______________________________________________________________

Method of Study : ______________________________________________________________

mailto:tbandg@comcast.net
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NEWSLETTER ARTICLE SUBMISSION FORM
SEND TO:
UAI Study Group Committee
c/o Rick Lyon
P.O.Box 397
Linden, IN., 47955 USA

ricklyon@tctc.com
765-366-7203 in the USA

NAME OF STUDY GROUP:_____________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________________________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS:-_____________________________ TELEPHONE: _________________________________

NEWS FROM YOUR GROUP:___________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

mailto:ricklyon@tctc.com
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BECOME A MEMBER OF URANTIA ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONAL

To become a member of UAI, complete the application at www.urantia-iua.org or contact the
UAI offices at :

Urantia Association International
559 West Diversey Parkway #351
Chicago, IL 60614 USA

Phone 773-572-1180
FAX 773-572-1181
James Woodward, UAI Administrator,
email tbandg@comcast.net

Our Charter and Bylaws are available on the website or upon request.

INVITATIONS AND NOTICES

The enclosed invitations and notices are intended to be cut apart and mailed. Fill in the
information on the back of the card about your study group. Then add the appropriate addresses
and postage to the front of the card. You may copy these cards or create your own if you need
more.

http://www.urantia-iua.org/
mailto:tbandg@comcast.net
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READERS OF THE URANTIA BOOK
IN YOUR AREA

A number of readers of The Urantia Book have given us permission to refer other readers to
them. They have done this to enhance mutual understanding of the teachings of the book and to establish
friendships with other readers. In giving their name(s) to you, we ask that you use them only to contact
these individuals and for no other purpose. Also, we are not able to make any representations to you that
the individuals to whom we refer readers are adequately informed about the book, or that they are
individuals with whom you would like to associate or study.
These kinds of decisions are largely personal in nature, so we leave them with you.

As with any database records, accuracy of information is dependent on feedback from people. As
readers frequently fail to notify us of their change of details, we cannot guarantee that the information is
current and we apologize if it causes you any inconvenience. If you find that the details we have given
you are out of date, we would appreciate it if you would let us know so that we can update our records.
Thank you.

NAME CITY EMAIL TELEPHONE
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STUDY GROUPS OF
THE URANTIA BOOK

IN YOUR AREA
A number of study groups of The Urantia Book have given us permission to refer other readers

and other study groups to them. They have done this to enhance mutual understanding of the teachings of
the book and to establish friendships and communication with other study groups around the world. In
giving their name(s) to you, we ask that you use them only to contact these groups and for no other
purpose. Also, we are not able to make any representations to you that the groups to whom we refer you
are adequately informed about the book, or that they are groups with whom you would like to associate
or study. These kinds of decisions are largely personal in nature, so we leave them with you.

As with any database records, accuracy of information is dependent on feedback from people. As
readers frequently fail to notify us of their change of details, we cannot guarantee that the information is
current and we apologize if it causes you any inconvenience. If you find that the details we have given
you are out of date, we would appreciate it if you would let us know so that we can update our records.
Thank you.

CITY NAME EMAIL




